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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the problem of multiple robot path planning. In the first chapter
of the thesis, we propose a general purpose multi-robots testbed Cy-Eye. Typical applications
include target detection, tracking, and surveillance can be tested on this testbed. Its architecture
makes it suitable for centralized and distributed experiments.
In the second chapter, we present one formation control problem. When multiple robots
working together, it is often that they have to assign targets among themselves, and then plan
and schedule their collision-free paths to their targets. Specifically, we present a navigation strat-
egy for multiple ground-based robots in row crop field. We show that obtaining the solution to
the problem of minimizing the length of the distance traveled by the robots, and subsequent re-
arrangement can lead to paths on which the robots only collide at a few intersections. Control-
ling the passage of robots at those intersections with local interactions can lead to collision-free
paths.
In the third chapter, we present the current progress of a multiple player pursuit-evasion
game. The objects for the aerial pursuers are maximizing the tracking time for keep multiple
evaders in the field of view. We propose a tracking strategy and show the simulation.
1CHAPTER 1. SYSTEM TESTBED
1.1 Introduction
With the significant progress of the digital sensors and batteries technology, it is becoming
increasingly popular to have multiple robots working together for research on coordinated ob-
jects. Experimentation in real physical world is very important in robotics research because it
is difficult to simulate the real environment in the virtual simulation, as the robots can be easily
influenced by the dynamics of the environment and can be hard to predict.
A number of testbeds integrate only with Unmanned Ground Vehicles(UGV) have been de-
veloped. Below are some examples: GRASP Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania devel-
oped a testbed Michael et al. (2008) allows easy operation for large multi-robot teams. Pickem
et al. (2015) described an inexpensive in-door differential drive micro-robot designed specifically
to lower the entrance barrier to multi-agent robotics. In the last 10 years, since quad-rotors be-
came popular, many testbeds using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles(UAV) have been developed. The
GRASP Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania developed multiple MAV testbed Michael
et al. (2010) includes Hummingbird quad-rotor for indoor experiment. And Montufar et al.
(2014) addresses the development and implementation of a tested for object’s manipulation by
using off-shelf unmanned aerial vehicles AR.Drones. Vásárhelyi et al. (2014) were able to control
10 quad-rotors for outdoor flocking and formation flight. Some testbeds integrating both ground
and aerial robots also have been developed. Grocholsky et al. (2006) presented their approach to
cooperative search, identification, and localization of targets using heterogeneous team of fixed-
wing UAVs and UGVs. Another example is RAVEN How et al. (2008) at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, which integrates Draganflyer V Ti Pro quad-rotors and modified DuraTrax RC trucks.
2Although many testbeds have developed, most of them are focused on specific applications
or functionalities. The need to handle multiple environment and different tasks in Resilient
Multi-Agent Systems Lab motivated the development of this general purpose multi-robots testbed
Cy-Eye. Typical applications include target detection, tracking, and surveillance. Its architecture
makes it suitable for centralized and distributed experiments.
1.2 Hardware
The testbed currently integrated 8 UAVs with 3 different sizes and 22 UGVs with 3 platforms.
In this section, we provide a short description of the various components of each integrated
platform.
1.2.1 Micro-Controller and Sensors
Figure 1.1: Navio2 micro-controller
3The micro-controller on-board is a common Linux-based computer, Raspberry Pi 3 Pi (2015),
with a Hardware Attached on Top , Navio2 Korenev (2017). Navio2 1.1 has already integrated
many sensors, which include GPS receiver, barometer, accelerometers, gyroscopes and mag-
netometers. It extends Raspberry Pi’s GPIO pins into PWM, UART ADC, and I2C interfaces for
add-on sensors and communication devices. It accepts 14 channels of PWM output for motors
and servos. Some of sensors we have integrated in this system includes RGB camera, telemetry
radio, RTK-GPS, and laser range finder. Since Raspberry Pi is commonly available and highly
scalable both in terms of the type of sensors and the number of sensor nodes Ferdoush and Li
(2014), it makes the addition of new hardware and software module even more straightforward.
The Raspberry Pi’s GPU allows some basic image processing on-board possible. The total weight
of this robot controller is only 75g. It can be easily mounted on most of the off-shelf ground and
aerial robot platforms.
1.2.2 Aerial Platform
I have built 8 Aerial platforms. They have three sizes: 250mm, 450mm and 910mm motor-to-
motor diameter. They are equipped with the latest Raspberry Pi 3 as the processor for both flight
controller and on-board processing. They’re equipped with communication modules for every
robot to communicate with ground station and other robots.
1.2.2.1 250mm quad-rotors
This type of quad-rotors shown in Fig 1.2 fits the physical requirements for only in-door ex-
periment. Take-off mass is around 500g with one 1000mAh three-cell Lipo battery. Motor-to-
motor diameter is 250mm; Height of 80mm. Without any other payload, this type of quad-rotor
has a flight duration of 10 to 15 minutes. The platform is durable and easy to repair or replace
after crash while the frame is built by plastic.
4Figure 1.2: 250mm quad-rotor for indoor experiment
1.2.2.2 450mm quad-rotors
This platform shown in Fig 1.3 fits for both indoor and outdoor experiment. Take-off mass
is around 1.2kg with one 5000mAh three-cell Lipo battery. Motor-to-motor diameter is 450mm;
Height of 300mm. This quad-rotor has a maximum flight duration of 20 minutes. We integrated
RGB camera with gimbal on this platform.
1.2.2.3 910mm hexa-rotors
This platform shown in Fig 1.4 is the largest aerial robot. It was built only for out-door ex-
periment. Take-off mass is around 3kg with two customized 5000mAh four-cell Lipo batteries.
Motor-to-motor diameter is 910mm; Height of 300mm. This hexa-rotor has a flight duration of
5Figure 1.3: 450mm quad-rotor for indoor/outdoor experiment
35-40 minutes. Furthermore, the 5kg maximum payload capacity is advantageous.
1.2.3 Ground Platform
These robots are built upon the off-shelf robot chassis, controlled by Raspberry Pi 3 as well.
They’re also equipped with communication modules for every robot to communicate with a
computer and other robots.
6Figure 1.4: 910mm hexa-rotor for outdoor experiment
1.2.3.1 Parallax small robot chassis
These robots are built upon the Parallax small robot chassis, controlled by Raspberry Pi and
Arduino Mega 2560, and driven by two continuous servos. The latest version of Raspberry Pi
serves as the primary processor and provides sufficient computing power for most on-board
computation. The Arduino board serving as a slave I/O board provides easy interface to various
sensors making it a very flexible platform. Sensors like sonars, IR proximity sensors, photo tran-
sistors, encoders, etc., can be connected to Arduino and mounted on the robots easily for indoor
experiment. These sensors give the robots the ability to navigate in an unknown environment
and avoid collisions. The robots in the lab can form a swarm of 20 robots and perform tasks
7Figure 1.5: Robot chassis platform for indoor experiment
in teams. The energy consumption of these ground-robots is very low. A 7.4 V 1000 mAh Lipo
battery can ensure a running time of at least 90 min.
1.2.3.2 Soybean field robot
The critical requirement of the robot that can navigate in soybean field is that it must fit in
between two crop rows and taking images without running over the crops. The experimental plot
for the robot is 50cm wide between two connected columns and 76cm between two connected
rows. The target soybean plants can grow up to 60cm. The robot must be able to carry an 1
Mega pixels RGB camera at 120cm height. Uneven ground and small obstacles should not affect
the camera view angle and image quality. The images have to be collected every two days. The
8robot has to work in conditions when the ground is damp and muddy. It should maintain high
mobility in such condition. The experimental field has 32 by 39 soybean plants. The robot also
needs to have enough power to be able to navigate the entire field. It must navigate in the field
autonomously with minimum human interaction. However, a human operator should be able to
override or stop the robot if necessary. Also the collected images have to be processed on-board
with Geo-tag and timestamps and have to be transmitted to a computer.
Since this system is a fully autonomous GPS way-point based system, navigation is entirely
calculated on-board based on the given way-points. We also use this station to initiate com-
mands, and monitor rovers’ status while in operation. It takes in a pre-generated GPS way-points
array for each rover before a human initiates the experiment. Then, it transmits the way-points
to each rover through the Wi-Fi network. Once each rover received the way-point, an operator
can initiate the imaging process. During the process, the operator can view live image and IDC
classification values through the graphic user interface. The robots send back their GPS loca-
tions every second. The operator interacts with the robots by viewing and operating the ground
station only. The collected data will be saved both on-board and in the ground control station. If
emergency occurs, the operator is able to interrupt the process by switching into manual mode.
Meanwhile, the ground station is responsible for coordinating the path for multiple robots based
on UDP protocol for collision avoidance. After two pre-generated way-points overlap, it will cal-
culate two alternate non-overlapping way-points and update the original way-points.
For doing experiment in out-door environment, we built a rover as shown in Fig 1.6. The
platform is based on a SuperDroid LT2 sold by SuperDroid Robots. The length of this rover’s
base is 67cm and the width is 42cm. With the dimensions and a ground clearance of 13cm, the
robot can handle most terrains with its aggressive all terrain treads. The weight of this robot is
25kg. With most of it’s weight on its base, the robot does not tilt or tip easily in the out-door
environment. With the height of 120cm, we are able to mount the imaging sensor anyway in the
range of 80 to 120cm. The robot can handle 25kg of additional payload. Pair of tracks driven by
the two gear motors can provide a maximum speed of 83m/min. Two 12 Volt 7.2 Ah lead acid
9Figure 1.6: Field robot platform collecting data in soybean field
batteries in series can provide 2 hours of operation. Fully recharging the batteries takes 0.8 hour.
The imaging system is attached to the metal frame by using a L-shape bracket and an exten-
sion aluminum support. The height of the system is adjustable between 80cm and 120cm. To
keep the camera steady and ensuring we get stable images, a 3D gimbal is being utilized. The
camera will always maintain a straight view angle, even when the robot base is tilted caused by
uneven ground. Images from on-board camera can be processed efficiently due to the strong
computing power of Raspberry Pi.
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1.2.3.3 Soybean field robot v2.0
Figure 1.7: Robot chassis platform for indoor experiment
This system is built as shown in Fig 1.7. The platform is based on combining two off-shelf
tracked chassis robots sold by Hobbyking. Each individual chassis behaved as one of the tracks
in this differential drive platform. An Aluminum frame in the middle is attached on each side.
The length of this platform is 40cm and the width can be adjusted between 60cm to 120cm. The
weight of this robot is 8kg. It can handle 5kg of additional payload. The clearance of this platform
in the middle is 100cm, which is advantageous for experiments in the crop field. An adjustable
aluminum frame in the middle even made it possible to stabilize the mounted sensors while
traveling without using any gimbal. The structure of this platform kept it steady.
11
1.3 Software Integration
As an experimental tool, the focus of this testbed is to enable researchers to test a wide variety
of multi-vehicle related algorithms and implementations in a real environment. Our goal was to
develop a system that allows users to easily integrate and control different robots. It should pro-
vide navigation function to researches without having to code all the devices for the experiments
allowing them concentrate on the core algorithm being experimented.
To allow any robot to navigate autonomously, we programmed the controller to make it to
follow the way-points either given by human or generated by a computer through customizing an
open source autopilot software, called ArduPilot ard (2017). It is an autopilot software capable of
controlling almost any common vehicle system, from conventional airplanes, multi-rotors and
helicopters, to cars and boats and even submarines. Almost any mobile machine can be easily
transformed into a autonomous robot, by simply integrating the micro-controller mentioned in
1.2.1. Robot Operating System (ROS), a widely used software framework for robotics community,
is also supported. It allows users to easily implement the existing algorithms or programs on our
platform Cy-Eye. We customized the autopilot software to support peer-to-peer communication,
which made decentralized experiments possible.
1.4 Middleware and Architecture
Figure 1.8 shows the diagram of the components and setup of the testbed on communication
between robots and ground station. Figure 1.9 is a high-level view of the Cy-eye architecture. In
the GUI layer, the ground control station is a graphic user interface, which is integrated mission
control and motion capture system. Below are some advantage features of the architecture.
The ground control station is compatible with multiple operating systems. The one we inte-
grated in our testbed is an open-source software application, called APM Planner 2.0 apm (2015)
shown in 1.10, that can be run on Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. More importantly, it displays and
logs real-time information on position, attitude, and sensors data for multiple vehicles. It also be
12
Figure 1.8: Cy-Eye components diagram
used to control robots in experiment. We customized the ground control station for uploading
mission commands. Researchers can easily implement their centralized algorithm through it.
In addition to receiving flight control commands from computers, this architecture is also
flexible. In the communication layer, telemetry radios made the decentralized experiments pos-
sible. Robots are able to communicate directly with others without the ground control station.
Each vehicle is identified by a unique ID number. Decentralized algorithm can be implemented
on autopilot through modifying the on-board control program.
It has the scalability and extensibility. The Micro-controller described in 1.2.1 is capable of
controlling almost any common vehicle system, from conventional airplanes, multi-rotors and
helicopters, to cars and boats and even submarines. Almost any mobile machine can be easily
13
Figure 1.9: Cy-Eye architecture
transformed into a autonomous robot in this testbed. Since the autopilot software is running on
a Linux system, this made virtually infinite control range using either Wi-Fi or 4G/LTE through
Internet. And 256 robots can be simultaneously deployed for outdoor experiment and 50 robots
can be , which is more than enough for most of researchers. The UART, ADC, I2C, and four
standard USB and 9 unused PWM interfaces even made the add-on sensors and communication
devices possible.
And this architecture made it possible of both indoor and outdoor deployments. We uti-
lized GPS to provide localizations for outdoor experiment. We even integrate RTK-GPS in our
system for precise navigation. RTK-GPS can calculate real-time coordinates with centimeter ac-
curacy and can stream them to autopilot through UART port as an external sensor. Because of
14
Figure 1.10: Ground control station screen shot
the ground control station is integrated motion capture system(VICON Figure 1.11), we can
deploy multiple robots in-door. VICON tracking system is a real-time tracking system which is
able to track up to 50 unique objects simultaneously. The system is composed of 12 Bonita 10 IR
cameras and a powerful object tracking solution. Each camera is able to capture with a precision
down to 0.5 mm of translation and 0.5 degrees of rotation in the lab environment. With this sys-
tem, we can achieve an even higher capture precision. The system is integrated to our ground
control software through its SDK. It provides us with a reliable, efficient and flexible tracking
solution to our UAVs and UGVs, specifically real-time closed loop robotic control.
The testbed include features of ensuring safety of every robot and the person in the experi-
ment. The ground control station will automatically send out the heartbeat message every sec-
ond to every robot. If any UAV lose the heartbeat for more than 5 seconds during experiment,
it will land safely. If it happens on UGV, it will stop. For emergencies, a toggle switch can also
stop the robots. It calculates and updates the control signals from multiple channels for the out-
15
Figure 1.11: Cy-Eye architecture
put devices every 20ms. Then, the updated control signals pass through a motor controller to
the real motor. The micro-controller can also attached with a RC receiver, which allows users to
interrupt the navigating and imaging process.
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CHAPTER 2. MULTI-ROBOT PATH PLANNING
When multiple robots working together, it is often that they have to assign targets among
themselves, and then plan and schedule their collision-free paths to their targets. Examples in-
clude automated warehouse systems Wurman et al. (2008), autonomous service robots system
Veloso et al. (2015) and formation tracking Sun et al. (2009). This chapter presents one formation
control problem.
2.1 Navigation Strategies for Multiple Ground-Based Robots in Row Crop Field
We study the multi-robot path planning problem in known environment. The multi-robot
path planning problem, which includes path finding and scheduling. Multi-robot path finding
problems can be separated in two parts, which are anonymous multi-robot path planning prob-
lem and non-anonymous multi-robot path finding problem. For non-anonymous multi-robot
path planning problem, only one robot can be assigned to a target, which means the assignments
of robots to targets are pre-determined, and the robots are thus non-exchangeable. This type of
problem is NP-hard to solve optimally and even NP-hard to approximate within any constant
factor less than 4/3 Ma et al. (2016). Researchers use reductions to problems from integer linear
programming or answer set programming Yu and LaValle (2013b) Erdem et al. (2013) Surynek
(2015) or optimal, bounded suboptimal or suboptimal search algorithm Standley (2010) Gold-
enberg et al. (2014) Boyarski et al. (2015) De Wilde (2012), such as optimal conflict-based search
algorithm Sharon et al. (2015). On another side, for anonymous multi-robot path finding prob-
lem, any robot can be assigned to a target, and the agents are thus exchangeable. In Yu and
LaValle (2012), the author presented a path planning algorithm with O(n+ l −1) for distance op-
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timal formation control on unit-distance graphs. This type of problem can be solved optimally
in polynomial time by Yu and LaValle (2013a) in unit-distance graphs. In MacAlpine et al. (2014),
the author minimized the makespan for robots to reach target goal positions while also avoid-
ing collisions among robots. This role assignment algorithms run in polynomial time MacAlpine
et al. (2014) too.
Planning collision free paths for a multi-robot system is a challenging problem. In Yu and
LaValle (2015), it has been shown that the problem of minimizing the total distance traveled
by the robots as well as minimizing the makespan for robots to reach targets while avoiding
collisions is NP-hard. In our problem, the robots are deployed in a field in which the plants are
arranged along several rows. This reduces the complexity of the overall problem. We show that
obtaining the solution to the problem of minimizing the length of the distance traveled by the
robots, and subsequent rearrangement can lead to paths on which the robots only collide at a
few intersections. Controlling the passage of robots at those intersections with local interactions
can lead to collision-free paths.
2.2 Path Planning
At each iteration, the assignment of the robots to the goal position needs to be computed by
the ground station, and communicated to the robots through the Wi-Fi network. In this section,
we present an assignment and scheduling algorithm for the robots to reach their goal positions.
The assignment algorithm minimizes the total distance traveled by the robot, and the scheduling
algorithm minimizes the total time taken by the robots to reach their goal based on minimized
paths. In the remaining part of the section, the term “goal points” and “targets” are used inter-
changeably.
Let us consider a field containing m rows and n columns. The field can be represented as a
graph. G = (V ,E) each node vi in the graph is a location of a canopy. We allow only one robot on
a node at the same time to avoid collision. Since the distance between any two adjacent columns
in the field is not enough for a robot, the robots can only travel in between the rows, which means
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that they can only switch their rows on the two headland at the end of each row. The nodes in the
graph are not adjacent to the nodes above and below them, except the ones on the left and right
most columns. The two headlands are called left path and right path. We have k robots and k
goal points in the field, k ≤m×n. We use a set A to represent the robots and a set B to represent
the goal points.
2.2.1 Robot-Target Assignment
For each robot ri j ∈ A such that i ∈ m, j ∈ n, in general, Breadth-first-search algorithm can
be used to calculate the distance between the robot ri j and any target tuv ∈ B such that u ∈
m, v ∈ n. However, in the row-crop field, a robot can either run towards the left or right, so it has
two possible routes to reach to each target. We select the shorter of the two paths. We use the
distances to create a cost matrix for each robots and targets by using the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Compute cost matrix given robots and targets position
Input: Two matrices. A and B are robots and targets location sets
Output: Cost matrix C
1: function COSTMATRIX(A,B)
2: for each ri j do
3: for each tuv do
4: Ci j = |i −u|+min( j + v,2n− ( j + v)))
5: end for
6: end for
return C
7: end function
With the cost matrix C, we can compute this assignment problem with a well known combi-
natorial optimization algorithm named Hungarian algorithm Korsah et al. (2007) in polynomial
running time. The total sum of the paths between each robot and its target is minimized.
2.2.2 Tasks Scheduling
The planning algorithm has to ensure that two robots do not collide while they travel on
their respective paths. Before we propose our scheduling algorithm, we present the following
19
properties associated with the output of the Hungarian algorithm.
Property 1 In the output of the Hungarian algorithm, two robots do not share any segment of
their paths in which they are moving in opposite directions.
Proof 1 If two robots, r1 on the left of r2, can achieve their targets by moving in opposite directions
and intersect at any moment, r1’s path must overlap with r2’s path. The total length of these two
paths can be reduced by switching their targets thereby reducing the total path length by twice the
length of the overlapping section. However, this is a contradiction since we assumed that the initial
paths minimized the sum of lengths of each path.
Lemma 1 Consider a row with m robots and n goals such that m robots are only allowed to use
the left path. If m > n, then there is a unique reassignment that allows m−n robots to leave the
row, and the remaining n robots to reach their goals without any collision. The reassignments do
not change the sum of path lengths, and do not increase the total time required to complete the
task.
Proof 2 Let us consider a labeling of robots {r1, . . . ,rm} from left to right with the first robot on the
left numbered as 1. Goals are labeled from left to right {g1, . . . , gn} in a similar manner. Goal gn
is assigned to robot rm , gn−1 is assigned to rm−1, gn−2 is assigned to rm−2, and so on, until g1 is
assigned to rm−n+1. The leftover m−n robots can leave the row without any collision with other
robots. This reassignment does not change the sum of the path lengths. Between any two robots
being reassigned, the original traveling distance for robot ri and r j are di and d j . The distance
between ri and r j is d. After reassignment, the traveling distance for ri is d j −d, and the traveling
distance of R j is d+di . The total traveling distance is still di+d j . Since the total travelling distance
remains unchanged, the total time required to complete the task will not increase either.
For the collision on left and right paths, we propose a strategy that allows the robot that has
higher priority to move on to the node that is going to cause collision. The robot that is going
to travel more distance has higher priority. Before each robot starts moving towards its next
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waypoint, if the next waypoint of robot a is same as the next waypoint of robot b, we let the
robot which has lower priority to wait until its next waypoint is not conflict with otherâA˘Z´s next
waypoint. This strategy provides us a collision free scheduling.
After using Hungarian algorithm, the assignment is finished and the paths are fixed. Be-
cause distributed system has lower data transmitting rate between each others, we can start all
the tasks all at the same time, and the collision avoidances can be done through a distributed
scheduling algorithm. The detailed algorithm is following.
Part 1, asking before moving. At time step t , a robot ri is located on vi , and the next way-
point of its path to its target is vi+1. Robot ri checks whether edges (vi , vi+1) is occupied by other
robot. If there is other robot r j occupied the vi+1, robot ri send its information to robot r j and
wait until r j ’s responds. The information include how much time remaining t ′i to finish its task
and time steps got delayed. If there is no robot occupying vi+1, send the information to those
robots whose next way-point is also vi+1. Pick the one who has longest time remaining to finish
its task to move to vi+1. If the remaining time is equal, pick the one who has biggest time steps
got delayed go first. And let others wait.
Part 2, responding. At time step t , a robot ri received requests and need to respond to the
senders. The robot ri find the max t ′ and compare it with its own. If its own time remaining to
finish its task is smaller than t ′, swap their tasks. If its own time remaining is equal to sender’s
remaining time, compare with the time steps got delayed. If its time steps got delayed is smaller
or equal to the senders, randomly pick one to swap their tasks. Otherwise, send wait response to
the senders. If robot ri can move to next step. From the multiple requests, pick the one who has
longest time remaining to finish its task to move to vi+1. If the remaining time is equal, pick the
one who has biggest time steps got delayed go first. And let others wait.
For k robots, the time steps that will take for each robots can be represented by T1,T2,T3, ...Tk .
The worst case for this scheduling algorithm can be finished in n+ l −1. l is the total time that
the robot who has the longest path without considering the scheduling.
By using these strategies, the total traveling distance for all the robots should still be min-
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imized. The total time taken to complete the entire task is the maximum of each individual
robotâA˘Z´s task plus the total waiting time caused by collision avoidances.
2.2.3 Algorithm Time Evaluation
The path planning algorithm for minimizing the sum of total traveling distance over all robots
is O(n3), where n is the number of robots. The COSTMATRIX in Algorithm 1 will take O(n2) time
for constructing the cost matrix. Given the cost matrix, we compute the optimal assignment
by Hungarian algorithm in O(n3) Korsah et al. (2007) steps. Reassignment process in Lemma 1
takes O(n logn) since we need to sort all the robots and goal points. Therefore, the entire path
planning algorithm is O(n3).
2.3 Simulations
Figure 2.1 shows the path planning and assignment for two consecutive iterations. On the left
part of Figure 2.1 is the first round of simulation, and the right part is the second round. It shows
the assignment for robots and goals. Blue dots indicate goal points and red dots represent robots.
Index of robots is on top of red dots, and index of goal points is below blue dots. The robot will
visit the goal point that has same index number. A video accompanying the submission shows
the paths of the robots and the IDC estimates as the iterations progress for several simulation
scenarios.
2.4 Conclusions
The problem of informative path planning for data collection is proposed. We presented an
algorithm for a group of robots to navigate in a field for estimating the underlying spatial phe-
nomenon. We presented an collision-free assignment and scheduling algorithm for the robots to
reach the goal positions with minimized total traveling distance. And we showed the algorithm
has polynomial time complexity.Results from simulations is presented based on both synthe-
sized data, and real IDC value collected from a soybean field.
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Figure 2.1: Two consecutive path planning algorithm simulation
As a part of the future work, we will consider the problem of collision avoidance for the robots
at the intersection of the lanes with the rows. Another problem of interest is the case when the
vehicles have non-holonomic constraints in which case they cannot move on straight lines.
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CHAPTER 3. MULTIPLE PURSUER AND MULTIPLE EVADERS TRACKING
In this chapter, I will present the current progress on a multiple players pursuit-evasion
game. The objects for the aerial robots (pursuers) are maximizing the tracking time for keep
multiple ground robots (evaders) in the field of view.
3.1 Problem Modeling
This section contains the terminology. rsp represents the pursuer safe radius. rse is the evader
safe radius. rvi ew is the pursuer view radius. n is number of pursuer, and equals to number of
evader. h is the fix height of pursuer.
For the evaders, they start at random position, pei = (xi , yi ,0) satisfy following. For any two
evaders, the distance pei pe j > 2rsp . Random velocity, vei = (x˙i , y˙i ,0), |vei | < vmaxe . For the pur-
suers, ppi = pei + (0,0,h), with vpi = vei
Neighbor of pursuer pi are defined as Ni = {p j |‖pi −p j‖ = 2rsp , ~pi p j · (~vi − ~v j ) > 0}. Group
G is a set of pursuers satisfies p ∈G , for any pursuer p in G , its neighbors are in G . ei is evader
assigned to pursuer pi . Center of a group Gi is
∑
j∈Gi
e j
|Gi | . Index of center pursuer ci is ar g mink∈Gi
(|pk −
Ci |). Velocity of center pursuer vci is
Ci−pci
‖Ci−pci ‖‖~ve‖. And α defines index of neighbor who has
pursuer i ’s target. |pi ei | > rsp , and α= ar g min
k∈Gi
(|pk ei |)
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3.1.1 Reassignment
Update velocity of rest of pursuer in a group vi = (vp cosθi , vp si nθi ,0)
θi =

θiα+ pi2 , clockwise.
θiα− pi2 , counterclockwise.
θiα, otherwise.
(3.1)
Algorithm 2 Tracking algorithm
1: function TRACKING(A) . A contains all the groups
2: for each group Gi ∈ A do
3: Update center of the group Ci
4: Update center pursuer pci
5: Update rest of pursuers’ evader
6: UPDATEREST(Gi ,Ci )
7: end for
8: end function
9: function UPDATEREST(G ,C )
10: Sort the evaders based on distance from C, and generate a target list
L.
11: Begin with second target of L, assign each pursuers a target in order.
12: end function
When n equal to 2. Two pursuers can either form one or two groups. When the two pursuers
p1 and p2 are not neighbors, they would form two groups. Each group will have only one pursuer.
Each pursuer can track its evader individually. When two pursuers p1 and p2 are neighbors, they
would form only one group. Then the two pursuers When the two pursuers are in a group, there
are two cases. First case, when rse >
2rsp
K , based on second stage of the lady in the lake problem,
the best strategy for a evader is to escape as 90Ârˇ from the collinear line formed by the position
of the evader ei , the pursuer pi , and the center point. It’s a tangent to the circle.
K = ~vp~ve
Case 1: rse >
2rsp
K
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de =
√
2r 2sp − (2rsp − rse )2Ødp = cos−1( 2rsp−rse2rsp )rsp
To guarantee pursuer always win:
Ødp
~vp
≤ de~ve ⇒
Ødp
de
≤K
Case 2: rse ≤
2rsp
K
We can adopt the lady in the lake problem, which is
~vp
~ve
≥ 4.6033388489
p1 p2
e1 e2
2r_p - r_e
2r_p
de
dp
Figure 3.1: Two pursuers and two evaders
When n≥ to 3. Three pursuers can form one single group, two groups, or three groups. When
all of the three pursuers p1, p2, p3 are not neighbor to each other, they would form three groups.
Each group will have only one pursuer. Each pursuer can track its evader individually. When
any of two pursuers among the three pursuers are neighbors(e.g. p1 and p2), they would form
two groups. One group is formed by two pursuers, p1 and p2, and another group will be the
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one pursuer, p3, that is not neighbor to p1 and p2. The one group with only one pursuer, p3,
can track its evader individually. For the group with two pursuers, p1 and p2, we can adopt the
algorithm for n = 2. When three of the pursuers are all neighbors to each other, they will only
form a single group. In this group, a pursuer will be assigned as the center quad, and the rest two
of the pursuers perform the lady in the lake algorithm except they need to switch rules when one
target has shorter distance than the other.
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